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  R in a Nutshell Joseph Adler,2012-09-26 If you’re considering R for
statistical computing and data visualization, this book provides a quick and
practical guide to just about everything you can do with the open source R
language and software environment. You’ll learn how to write R functions and
use R packages to help you prepare, visualize, and analyze data. Author
Joseph Adler illustrates each process with a wealth of examples from
medicine, business, and sports. Updated for R 2.14 and 2.15, this second
edition includes new and expanded chapters on R performance, the ggplot2 data
visualization package, and parallel R computing with Hadoop. Get started
quickly with an R tutorial and hundreds of examples Explore R syntax,
objects, and other language details Find thousands of user-contributed R
packages online, including Bioconductor Learn how to use R to prepare data
for analysis Visualize your data with R’s graphics, lattice, and ggplot2
packages Use R to calculate statistical fests, fit models, and compute
probability distributions Speed up intensive computations by writing parallel
R programs for Hadoop Get a complete desktop reference to R
  Bernie Nicholls Bernie Nicholls,Ross McKeon,Wayne Gretzky,2022-11-01 Across
more than a thousand games in the National Hockey League, Bernie Nicholls
made his mark with flamboyant style and dynamic scoring prowess. In this new
autobiography, Nicholls reflects on his life on and off the ice, sharing
candid anecdotes and personal insights from across the hockey landscape. From
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his childhood in the small Northern Ontario town of West Guilford, to his
sensational 70-goal season in Los Angeles, and his recent years in coaching
and retirement, this is a refreshing chronicle of a legendary career.
  The Bet Paul Sabin,2013-09-03
  101 Stories of the Great Ballets George Balanchine,Francis Mason,1975-05-20
Authored by one of the ballet's most respected experts, this volume includes
scene-by-scene retellings of the most popular classic and contemporary
ballets, as performed by the world's leading dance companies. Certain to
delight long-time fans as well as those just discovering the beauty and drama
of ballet.
  Collected Essays and Reviews William James,2022-10-27 This work has been
selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within
the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars
believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your
support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
  Computer Graphics Through OpenGL® Sumanta Guha,2018-12-19 COMPREHENSIVE
COVERAGE OF SHADERS AND THE PROGRAMMABLE PIPELINE From geometric primitives
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to animation to 3D modeling to lighting, shading and texturing, Computer
Graphics Through OpenGL®: From Theory to Experiments is a comprehensive
introduction to computer graphics which uses an active learning style to
teach key concepts. Equally emphasizing theory and practice, the book
provides an understanding not only of the principles of 3D computer graphics,
but also the use of the OpenGL® Application Programming Interface (API) to
code 3D scenes and animation, including games and movies. The undergraduate
core of the book takes the student from zero knowledge of computer graphics
to a mastery of the fundamental concepts with the ability to code
applications using fourth-generation OpenGL®. The remaining chapters explore
more advanced topics, including the structure of curves and surfaces,
applications of projective spaces and transformations and the implementation
of graphics pipelines. This book can be used for introductory undergraduate
computer graphics courses over one to two semesters. The careful exposition
style attempting to explain each concept in the simplest terms possible
should appeal to the self-study student as well. Features • Covers the
foundations of 3D computer graphics, including animation, visual techniques
and 3D modeling • Comprehensive coverage of OpenGL® 4.x, including the GLSL
and vertex, fragment, tessellation and geometry shaders • Includes 180
programs with 270 experiments based on them • Contains 750 exercises, 110
worked examples, and 700 four-color illustrations • Requires no previous
knowledge of computer graphics • Balances theory with programming practice
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using a hands-on interactive approach to explain the underlying concepts
  101 Life Skills Games for Children Bernie Badegruber,2011-01-01 How do you
teach tolerance, self-awareness, and responsibility? How can you help
children deal with fear, mistrust, or aggression? Play a game with them!
Games are an ideal way to help children develop social and emotional skills;
they are exciting, relaxing, and fun. 101 LIFE SKILLS GAMES FOR CHILDREN:
LEARNING, GROWING, GETTING ALONG (Ages 6-12) is a resource that can help
children understand and deal with problems that arise in daily interactions
with other children and adults. These games help children develop social and
emotional skills and enhance self-awareness. The games address the following
issues: dependence, aggression, fear, resentment, disability, accusations,
boasting, honesty, flexibility, patience, secrets, conscience, inhibitions,
stereotypes, noise, lying, performance, closeness, weaknesses, self
confidence, fun, reassurance, love, respect, integrating a new classmate,
group conflict. Organized in three main chapters: (I-Games, You-Games and We-
Games), the book is well structured and easily accessible. It specifies an
objective for every game, gives step-by-step instructions, and offers
questions for reflection. It provides possible variations for each game,
examples, tips, and ideas for role plays. Each game contains references to
appropriate follow-up games and is illustrated with charming drawings.
  Nationalism and Identity Stefano Harney,1996 The nation-state of Trinidad
and Tobago offers a unique case for the study of the forces and ideologies of
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nationalism. This book reveals how this ethnically diverse nation (40%
African origin, 40-45% East Indian origin, plus those of Syrian, Chinese,
Portuguese, French and English descent), independent for less than forty
years, has provided fertile ground for the creative tension between the
imagination of the writer in his or her search for a habitable text of
identity and the official discourse on nationalism in Trinidad and Tobago.
This discourse has in turn been embedded in a struggle that propels the
nation's story. Following on from this background, the study examines the
changes and influences on the sense of nationalism and peoplehood caused by
migration and the ethnicization of migrant communities in the metropoles.
  Who Stole the American Dream? Hedrick Smith,2013-08-27 Pulitzer Prize
winner Hedrick Smith’s new book is an extraordinary achievement, an eye-
opening account of how, over the past four decades, the American Dream has
been dismantled and we became two Americas. In his bestselling The Russians,
Smith took millions of readers inside the Soviet Union. In The Power Game, he
took us inside Washington’s corridors of power. Now Smith takes us across
America to show how seismic changes, sparked by a sequence of landmark
political and economic decisions, have transformed America. As only a veteran
reporter can, Smith fits the puzzle together, starting with Lewis Powell’s
provocative memo that triggered a political rebellion that dramatically
altered the landscape of power from then until today. This is a book full of
surprises and revelations—the accidental beginnings of the 401(k) plan, with
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disastrous economic consequences for many; the major policy changes that
began under Jimmy Carter; how the New Economy disrupted America’s engine of
shared prosperity, the “virtuous circle” of growth, and how America lost the
title of “Land of Opportunity.” Smith documents the transfer of $6 trillion
in middle-class wealth from homeowners to banks even before the housing boom
went bust, and how the U.S. policy tilt favoring the rich is stunting
America’s economic growth. This book is essential reading for all of us who
want to understand America today, or why average Americans are struggling to
keep afloat. Smith reveals how pivotal laws and policies were altered while
the public wasn’t looking, how Congress often ignores public opinion, why
moderate politicians got shoved to the sidelines, and how Wall Street often
wins politically by hiring over 1,400 former government officials as
lobbyists. Smith talks to a wide range of people, telling the stories of
Americans high and low. From political leaders such as Bill Clinton, Newt
Gingrich, and Martin Luther King, Jr., to CEOs such as Al Dunlap, Bob Galvin,
and Andy Grove, to heartland Middle Americans such as airline mechanic Pat
O’Neill, software systems manager Kristine Serrano, small businessman John
Terboss, and subcontractor Eliseo Guardado, Smith puts a human face on how
middle-class America and the American Dream have been undermined. This
magnificent work of history and reportage is filled with the penetrating
insights, provocative discoveries, and the great empathy of a master
journalist. Finally, Smith offers ideas for restoring America’s great promise
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and reclaiming the American Dream. Praise for Who Stole the American Dream?
“[A] sweeping, authoritative examination of the last four decades of the
American economic experience.”—The Huffington Post “Some fine work has been
done in explaining the mess we’re in. . . . But no book goes to the
headwaters with the precision, detail and accessibility of Smith.”—The
Seattle Times “Sweeping in scope . . . [Smith] posits some steps that could
alleviate the problems of the United States.”—USA Today “Brilliant . . . [a]
remarkably comprehensive and coherent analysis of and prescriptions for
America’s contemporary economic malaise.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)
“Smith enlivens his narrative with portraits of the people caught up in
events, humanizing complex subjects often rendered sterile in economic
analysis. . . . The human face of the story is inseparable from the
history.”—Reuters
  New Deal Or Raw Deal? Burton W. Folsom,2009-11-17 ultimately elevating
public opinion of his administration but falling flat in achieving the
economic revitalization that America so desperately needed from the Great
Depression. Folsom takes a critical, revisionist look at Roosevelt's
presidency, his economic policies, and his personal life. Elected in 1932 on
a buoyant tide of promises to balance the increasingly uncontrollable
national budget and reduce the catastrophic unemployment rate, the
charismatic thirty-second president not only neglected to pursue those goals,
he made dramatic changes to federal programming that directly contradicted
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his campaign promises. Price fixing, court packing, regressive taxes, and
patronism were all hidden inside the alphabet soup of his popular New Deal,
putting a financial strain on the already suffering lower classes and
discouraging the upper classes from taking business risks that potentially
could have jostled national cash flow from dormancy.
  Auditing & Assurance Services ,2015
  The Ha-Ha Dave King,2005-01-01 Howard Kapostash has not spoken in thirty
years. The small repertory of gestures and simple sounds that he uses to
communicate lead most people to assume he is disturbed. No one understands
that Howard is still the same man he was before his tragic injury. But when
he agrees to help an old girlfriend by opening his home to her nine-year-old
son, the presence of this nervous, resourceful boy in his life transforms
Howard utterly. He is afforded a rare glimpse of life outside his shell? With
all its exuberant joys and crushing sorrows.
  Random House Webster's Easy English Dictionary Random House
(Firme),2007-01-09 Provides over 80,000 words and phrases, grammar and
pronunciation information, and example sentences.
  Bullying and Cyberbullying Elizabeth Kandel Englander,2013 Bullying is a
term that's being, well, bullied. It's been rendered essentially powerless by
being constantly kicked around, writes nationally recognized bullying expert
Elizabeth Kandel Englander. In this practical and insightful book, Englander
dispels pervasive myths and misconceptions about peer cruelty, bullying, and
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cyberbullying. Drawing on her own and others' research, she shows how
educators can flag problematic behaviors and frame effective responses.
Englander puts a special focus on gateway behaviors--those subtle actions
that, unchecked, can quickly escalate into more serious misbehavior--and
explores how students perceive their own and their peers' behavior. Written
in an accessible, conversational tone and informed by careful research, this
timely book is an essential guide for educators. Key takeaways include the
impact of technology on social behavior, a framework for responding
effectively to bullies--including innovative ideas about the role of social
peers--and suggestions for working with parents. Elizabeth Englander has
written an essential book about bullying that every educator--and any parent
thinking about how schools should handle this issue--should read. It's full
of wisdom, practical advice, and original research, all of which reflect
Englander's status as one of the foremost experts in the field. -- Emily
Bazelon, author of Sticks and Stones: Defeating the Culture of Bullying and
Rediscovering the Power of Character and Empathy This much-needed book
presents effective ideas and techniques based on the experiences of real
children and teens. I recommend it highly. -- Stan Davis, author of Schools
Where Everyone Belongs, and codirector, Youth Voice Project Dr. Englander has
effectively combined insight derived from research with her experiences
working directly with schools to produce a book that provides a quality
resource for educational leaders and policy makers. This book is a welcome
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contribution to the field. -- Nancy Willard, director, Embrace Civility in
the Digital Age Elizabeth Kandel Englander is a professor of psychology and
the founder and director of the Massachusetts Aggression Reduction Center at
Bridgewater State University, which delivers anti-violence and anti-bullying
programs, resources, and research for the state of Massachusetts.
  Bullying Prevention Wendy Craig,Debra Pepler,Joanne Cummings,2015-03-15
Overview of field of bullying prevention by three acknowledged experts in the
field
  The Folly of Fools Robert Trivers,2011-10-25 Explores the author's
theorized evolutionary basis for self-deception, which he says is tied to
group conflict, courtship, neurophysiology, and immunology, but can be
negated by awareness of it and its results.
  Guide to Aesthetics Jeff Seid,2017-01-15 Aesthetics is much more than just
being physically appealing. It is a lifestyle, a way of life. One does not
attain aesthetic perfection over night. It takes years of consistency to
shape your physique into a masterpiece, but more, it takes you to change your
entire outlook on life.
  Once Bitten, Twice Burned Cynthia Eden,2014-04-29 A vampire held captive
plots his escape with the help of an irresistible woman in the New York Times
bestselling author’s scorching hot paranormal romance. Ryder Duncan keeps his
secrets close. With a twisted scientist starving him in a ten-by-twelve cell,
it’s not easy to conceal the abilities that set him apart from other
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vampires, or his plans for escape. But survival—and revenge—are worth waiting
for. Until the so-called doctor tempts his appetites with something special:
a woman with a soft Southern accent and a scent like delectable flowers.
Sabine Acadia didn’t volunteer to be dinner. She was kidnapped and tossed
into the cage of a monster. A monster with fierce green eyes, a body that
speaks of ruthless power, and a touch as gentle as a caress. Ryder knows
things about Sabine—secrets she doesn’t even know about herself. And she’d
better learn fast. Because while they might soon escape this prison, she’s
fighting an urge to set all her desires free . . .
  The Makerspace Workbench Adam Kemp,2013-09-10 Create a dynamic space for
designing and building DIY electronic hardware, programming, and
manufacturing projects. With this illustrated guide, you’ll learn the
benefits of having a Makerspace—a shared space with a set of shared
tools—that attracts fellow makers and gives you more resources to work with.
You’ll find clear explanations of the tools, software, materials, and layout
you need to get started—everything from basic electronics to rapid
prototyping technology and inexpensive 3D printers. A Makerspace is the
perfect solution for many makers today. While you can get a lot done in a
fully-decked out shop, you’ll always have trouble making space for the next
great tool you need. And the one thing you really miss out on in a personal
shop is the collaboration with other makers. A Makerspace provides you with
the best of both worlds. Perfect for any maker, educator, or community, this
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book shows you how to organize your environment to provide a safe and fun
workflow, and demonstrates how you can use that space to educate others.
  How Petra was Built Shaher Moh'd Ahmad Rababeh,2005 Until now, no study has
been made of the construction techniques of the Nabataean freestanding
buildings and the rock-cut monuments of Petra, Jordan (built from the 1st
cent. BC to the 2nd cent. AD). The results of this study reveal the sources
of the building techniques used at Petra and why they were further developed
there.
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